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The Woodward’s Project: Poor house out of order
Brian Hutchinson  June 21, 2010 – 8:55 am

One of the largest and oldest publicly funded housing agencies in Vancouver’s poverty-stricken Downtown Eastside allegedly
misappropriated and misallocated more than $1.7-million in public funds before the B.C. government intervened, an audit
conducted by KPMG Forensic Inc. reveals.

The Downtown Eastside Residents Association receives more than $1-million annually in provincial funding to manage nearly 300
social housing units in Vancouver’s skid row. Local observers have long accused the society’s management of incompetence,
nepotism, self-interest and abusive treatment of staff and residents.

Community activists including Libby Davies, now the area’s embattled MP, founded DERA as a legal advocacy service in 1973.

DERA lost its charitable status last year after failing to file financial reports to the federal government. In October, court documents
reveal, the province hired KPMG to conduct a forensic audit of DERA. Its conclusions are contained in court filings made earlier
this year; they contain shocking allegations of “defalcation” — the misappropriation of money — and documented evidence of
unapproved payments, honorariums and benefits paid to DERA insiders.

The KPMG forensic audit was packaged in a legal report and forwarded in March to B.C. Housing, the provincial agency that
oversees DERA. The province immediately filed suit against DERA in B.C. Supreme Court, alleging negligence, conflicts of interest,
breach of fiduciary duty and other transgressions. Last month, the province and DERA negotiated a confidential court settlement
that ended the lawsuit. A court-appointed receiver manager is now in charge of DERA’s three Downtown Eastside social housing
towers.

According to the audit and legal report, one DERA insider received more than $400,000 in unapproved payments that stretched
back to 2006. A private company owned by DERA’s longstanding executive director, Kim Kerr, received $166,733 in unapproved
payments, the audit found.

Since the settlement, Mr. Kerr has been removed from his management position and some DERA employees whom he’d fired have
been welcomed back. But the organization faces more uncertainty. The Law Foundation of B.C. was holding a board meeting this

Jason Payne/National PostMinister of Housing and Social Development Rich Coleman attends an opening of the Beacon Hotel in
Vancouver in 2009.
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weekend and directors were to decide whether to withdraw its financial support. The Law Foundation is a non-profit funding
agency that gave DERA an $88,000 grant last year.

Ms. Davies, meanwhile, has been careful not to criticize the organization she helped form and which has long been notorious in her
riding. While she hasn’t had a formal association with DERA since 1982, and she hasn’t attended a DERA meeting for six to eight
years, her support for Downtown Eastside societies and social housing operators remains steadfast.

The NDP MP was unavailable to discuss DERA’s wretched situation when contacted in March. Same story last week. “We have been
overwhelmed with emails,” explains her communications assistant, a result of Ms. Davies’ recent misstatements about Israel.

In an interview with the National Post, provincial housing minister Rich Coleman said a criminal investigation of DERA on matters
“such as fraud” could be forthcoming. “We’re not precluded from taking [further action],” said the minister. “We have a mess. Now
we’ll deal with it.” Mr. Coleman agreed that non-profit societies that rely on public funding should be more transparent.

But problems with DERA were apparent for years. “This particular group [running it] was not responsive at any level,” he admitted.

KPMG reported running into interference from DERA. Last fall its inspection team was “denied access at the [DERA office]
entrance by Mr. Kerr,” even though the visit had been prearranged. On another occasion, Mr. Kerr failed to show up for a meeting
with the inspection team.

Court documents also reveal that DERA paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to private companies owned by Mr. Kerr and one of
his associates, a DERA tenant, for repairs to its social housing units. The repairs were often found to be shoddy, according to
affidavits filed in court.

The KMPG audit and supporting affidavits described incidents of alleged theft, including one case where $45,000 worth of
collected rent payments went missing; Mr. Kerr claimed knowledge of the missing payments in an interview with KMPG auditors,
and blamed a former DERA employee, a man who continued living in DERA housing.

KPMG found that DERA gave another of its tenants a dozen unauthorized payments of $885 each, for unexplained “services” and
“honorariums.” The tenant, David Cunningham, was then a prominent member of the Anti-Poverty Committee, a Downtown
Eastside group linked to violent protest and acts of vandalism.

The audit and legal report noted that Mr. Cunningham and his wife, former DERA board member Jill Chettiar, have lived in
subsidized DERA housing for years. DERA paid a maintenance company owned by his father, Russel Cunningham, $236,537; it
appears the the payments started flowing in 2006. DERA paid the elder Mr. Cunningham another $177,160 directly. All of these
payments were unauthorized, according to court filings. Russel Cunningham also lives in subsidized DERA housing. But the
National Post contacted him earlier this year at his vacation home in the Florida Keys, where he operates a fishing charter business.

As Mr. Coleman admits, DERA’s a “mess.” But at least it’s being sorted out. “People who were concerned have applauded our
decision to go aggressively after this one,” says the housing minister. Word on the street says this “unprecedented” intervention
should not be the last.
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